Only in Zurich: All reviews
Eliane Menghetti (Zurich):
It is inspiring also for somebody like me who knows Zurich off the beaten track quite
well.
Henrique Barbone (Zurich):
A guide for exploring new aspects of the city. Your book has helped me see Zurich
through a fresh lens.
Jay (Zurich):
Very cool book you put together. I've lived here for 10 years now and you've given
me some new things to search out. Fun stuff! I'll certainly be buying additional copies
for gifts.
Chris Moss (Travel writer):
Good format your books, simple and clear and readable
Luciana Fava-Giles:
A year that I discovered and purchased (at Orell Füssli of Zürich) the excellent “Only
in Zurich”. I truly recommend it to everyone I know because such a book is absolutely
cleverly well done. I wanted you to get my feedback with thanks for having written it!
A reader:
Great visit to Zurich today with friends who keep asking: Where do you get all these
tips from? Thank you for sharing your explorations with your readers!
Carla Ramsay:
Superb book – excellent way to learn more about the city.
Fantastic book! We had just a half day in Zurich and really benefitted from having
this book alongside a city guide. We used this book to take us to little-known places
or understand more of the detail of what we could see as we explored this really
interesting city. We used it as we walked around to explore the city and it helped us
build up a walking tour of highlights and hidden treasures of the city. As we got to a
new part of the city, we used the Only In’ guide to see what else was nearby and
really enriched our experience of the city, as we learned about different squares,
statues, plaques and the history of the city. It was really good for us as we only had a
short amount of time and we got so much more than just walking around with a map.
Also, all the things we visited were free of charge – either free entry or were public
spaces - which is great in an expensive city. I would really recommend this if you
have only a little bit of time in the city or a lot. The book is really well researched and
takes you to all parts of the city. The sections are very carefully chosen and a great
mix of architecture, monuments, public art, interesting artefacts. I will definitely be
buying the other ‘Only In’ guides for other places I go to in the future.

